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Abstract. Due to the increase of investments in construction projects and the lack of
practical models in this area, developing new practical models is essential. In this paper,
researchers suggest a new model in which (1) Its assumptions are adopted based on the real
world, (2) Goal programming is used because of the soft nature of the budget constraints,
and (3) Risk of variations in cash ows is considered. The presented model chooses the
most pro table portfolio of projects and determines their respective nancing resources,
area under construction, and pre-sale and sale amounts for each period, such that the
cumulative cash ow at the end of the time horizon is maximized. The Fuzzy Analytic
Hierarchy Process (FAHP) is used to determine the weight of the objectives. The exact
solution to the model is obtained using the ILOG CPLEX software. The presented solution
seems ecient since it yields very small elapsed times to solve exactly the real-world-sized
problems. Also, the sensitivity analysis is performed and the results are deliberately studied
and analyzed. Parameters, such as pre-sale prices, mean, and variance of the sale price and
construction costs, are among the highly sensitive parameters.
© 2018 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

better cash ow management procedure [2]. Cash ow
analysis of construction projects is an important issue
in construction industry [3]. Therefore, this paper
is dedicated to the capital budgeting of construction
companies due to the lack of applicable models in this
area.
This research develops a model, which helps
decision-makers in construction industry to select the
most pro table investment opportunity from a pool
of available opportunities and determine the proper
nancial resources at the right time. The data from
a real construction company is used in order for the
model to be more adaptive to the real world and to be
able to quench the industry's expectations.
Capital budgeting is a process that allocates
limited nancial resources to the available projects
and aims at maximizing the return on investment [4].
Capital budgeting is a major problem that manages
the nancial resources. This is usually a long-term
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The construction industry is one of the most important industries in any country, since it absorbs vast
investments and is one of the substantial needs of
the community. Nevertheless, this industry su ers
from huge amounts of capital wastes caused by poor
and inecient capital budgeting [1]. Compared to
other industries, the absence of nancial control and
weak management has led to a set of undesirable and
irreversible results. In addition, the bankruptcy level
is signi cantly high which can be alleviated with a
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problem involving risk complications and needs signi cant amounts of investment. The majority of
capital budgeting decisions are irreversible. Therefore,
applying proper capital budgeting models, leading into
the right decisions on choosing the right projects at the
right time, is crucial to the survival of the companies
in their uncertain environment [5].
The rst research on capital budgeting was reported by Lorie and Savage [6] with the goal of
maximizing the Net Present Value (NPV). Weingartner [7] presented a mathematical programming model
for the capital budgeting problem that maximizes
cumulative cash at the end of the time horizon, known
as horizon models. Unlike the NPV maximization
approach, the model developed by Weingartner considers di erent nancial resources with di erent interest
rates and transfers each period's unused budgets to
its next period. In addition, the consideration of
possible loaning, borrowing, and di erent nancing
approaches is amongst the noteworthy characteristics
of this model. Thus, it is very well adapting to the
real-world situations; therefore, modeling the capital
budgeting problem through the maximization of the
cumulative cash at the end of a pre-speci ed time
horizon is preferred to the maximization of the NPV [8].
However, Weingartner's time horizon model faces
some critical issues. In particular, the presence of the
hard budget constraints in the model is one of these
issues. Considering each period's budget constraint
as an internal functional constraint imposed by the
management is more realistic than considering it as
an external constraint imposed by the market [9].
Thus, one can consider the budget constraints as
soft constraints and minimize the deviation from the
ideal. To this end, goal programming is the most
common and reputable method already suggested for
such situations.
As in the literature, all the following researchers
have presented their models: Taylor and Keown [10] for
police department budgeting, Lawrence and Reeves [11]
for an insurance company, Mukherjee and Bera [12] for
India coal industry, and Thizy et al. [13] for a Canadian
telecommunication company. In addition, Badri et
al. [14] presented a binary goal-programming model for
project selection in a healthcare institute. Vashishth
et al. [15] proposed a binary goal programming model
for the capital budgeting of a hospital. None of the
aforementioned studies considers the loaning, borrowing, and di erent nancing approaches with di erent
interest rate options.
Goal programming model along with the Fuzzy
Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) is a supple tool
to accomplish the goals under various constraints [16].
Hence, neither of them is adequate for considering the
numerical and non-numerical information alone [17].
The FAHP prepares a relatively mature explanation of

the decision process, including personal and imprecise
judgments of the decision-makers [18]. Chang [19]
presented the Extent Analysis Method for the FAHP
in which triangular fuzzy numbers for pairwise comparisons are used. Other methods as Modi ed Digital
Logic (MDL) and Fuzzy Decision-Making Trial and
Evaluation Laboratory (FDEMATEL) are used to prioritize the importance of various criteria. Chaghooshi
et al. [20] proposed the decision-making process of
selecting the most suitable managers for projects using
FDEMATEL method. Rathi et al. [21] developed
a project selection approach to determining proper
Six Sigma projects in automotive companies using
the MDL method. Ghazimoradi et al. [22] proposed
a model based on neural networks to anticipate the
success of construction projects depending on the
level of realization of success factors during the initial
phase of a project. Tang and Chang [23] applied the
goal programming and FAHP to a capital budgeting
problem in a small car renting company. However,
their model does not utilize the Weingartner's horizon
model along with the cash ow of the investment
opportunities as the criteria for optimal investment
opportunity selection.
Another critical issue with the Weingartner's
model is that it ignores risk and uncertainty. Though
risk management and capital budgeting often need
to be considered jointly [24], none of the aforementioned studies considers the uncertainty and risk of the
projects seldom inevitable, especially in investmenttype projects.
The main goal of the portfolio optimization is
to help the investor optimally allocate nancial resources to the investment opportunities, such that
the risk and uncertainty parameters are accounted
for [25]. Risk and uncertainty can be considered as
a Markowitz mean-variance model [26], Capital Asset
Pricing Model (CAPM) [27,28,29], and Value at Risk
(VaR) model [30]. Su and Huang [31] proposed a meanvariance capital budgeting model in which project parameters are regarded as random variables. Babaei et
al. [32] formulated the portfolio optimization problem
as a multi-objective mixed integer programming in
which VaR is speci ed as the risk measure. Beraldi et
al. [33] considered Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) in
their capital budgeting model. Khalili-Damghani and
Taghavifard [34] proposed a multi-dimensional knapsack model for capital budgeting under uncertainty in
which fuzzy set theory is applied.
Contrary to the Weingartner's time horizon
model, in this article, budget constraints are considered
soft and the capital budgeting problem for construction
companies is modeled in the form of goal programming.
FAHP is also used to determine the weight of the
objectives.
In addition, we consider the risk in our model.
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Since the CAPM and VaR models need a number of
dicult-to-estimate parameters in the case of construction companies, they do not seem suitable in this area.
Hillier [35] evaluated risky investments by estimating
the expected values and standard deviations of net
cash ows for each alternative investment. Walls [36]
de ned risk as the standard deviation of returns (i.e.,
net present value) of the portfolio of assets. He pointed
out that this measure is more precisely de ned as a
statistical measure of uncertainty. In this study, the
risk is considered rather similar to the mean-variance
model. The only di erence here is that instead of the
capital return, the cumulative cash ow at the end of
the time horizon is used.
In this paper, we propose a capital budgeting
model with considering the risk of projects in order
to apply in the construction industry. In the model,
we consider time value of money and the risk of the
projects. Since the budget constraints are usually
soft and multiple objectives are available in the real
world, goal programming is applied to cope with this
situation. Because the weights of goals in the model are
determined by experts' estimations, the fuzzy analytic
hierarchy process is used for an ecient estimation of
the weights.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In the next section, the problem de nition, modeling
approach, and the suggested mathematical model are
included. Section 3 is dedicated to designing and
exactly solving a number of sample problems. The
sensitivity analysis results of the model and interpretation of the results are presented in Section 4. Finally,
conclusions and future research directions are provided
in Section 5.

2. Problem de nition and modeling
In this section, we develop a formal description of
the problem. In particular, two models, including
a single-objective mixed integer programming and a
mixed integer goal programming model, are presented.

2.1. Problem de nition

The problem is based on the data from a construction
company. According to the geographical position of
the projects and the municipality requirements, the
maximum allowed construction area for each project
is known. The scope of the projects is limited to
construction of the residential and commercial units.
The construction time of the projects varies between
24 to 30 months or 8 to 10 time periods, where each
period consists of 3 months.
The construction costs can be categorized into
two groups, including xed and variable costs. The
xed cost is independent of the construction area, while
variable costs depend on the construction area. The
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variable costs in the construction industry are usually
higher than the xed costs.
Financing of a project is possible through a set
of resources including the capital from the investors,
loans, and the pre-sale of some parts of the project.
Two types of interest rates are considered. In particular, one is the interest rate of the bank, and the
other is the lending interest rate for the cases to
which the company lends money (external investment
opportunities) and the return of the cash ows from
the sale unit. At each time period, there is a limit on
the maximum amount of money loaned from the bank.
This bound is a pre-speci ed percent of the money from
the investors up to that period.

2.2. Model development

To nd the ideal values for risk and cash at the end
of the time horizon, we suggest solving the singleobjective model. By solving the single-objective model,
the range of the ideal values for the maximization of
the cumulative cash at the end of the time horizon
and an upper bound for the risk constraint are determined; both are considered as parameters of the goalprogramming model.
The model assumptions are as follows:
1. The unit material and equipment cost (price) are
constants during the periods of construction;
2. The remaining area from the whole pre-sale of a
project is sold equally in sale periods;
3. The lending (external investment) interest rate and
the interest rate of the returning cash ows from
sale are assumed the same;
4. The end of the time horizon, at which the sum of
the cumulative cash is maximized, is considered as
the nal construction period.

Parameters of the model
J
Set of projects
I
Set of tools (equipment)
L
Set of construction time periods
N
End of the time horizon
H
Set of sale time periods
k
Number of sale periods
0
n
The period at which the sum of all the
cash ows up to that period must be
positive without considering the time
value of money, n0 < N
fj
In ation rate for the selling price of
one square meter of project j
rl
The interest rate of lending and
returning the cash ows from sale
(beyond the time horizon)
rb
Bank loan interest rate
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Mean sale price of one area unit of
project j in the rst time period after
the accomplishment of project j
pjs
Sale price variance ( uctuations) of one
unit area of project j in the rst time
period after the accomplishment of
project j (risk measure of the project
j)
pjn
Pre-sale price of project j in period n
(for each area unit)
Fjn
Fixed construction cost of project j in
period n
mjin
Required amount of material and
equipment of type i for project j in
period n
cji
Unit cost of material and equipment of
type i for project j
Kj
Maximum allowed construction area
for project j
Mn
Maximum available budget of investors
in period n
B1n
Maximum allowed bank-loan-type
nancing in period n
Allowed
pre-sale percentage of project
jn
j in period n
P
Risk constraint upper bound
wg
Penalty for the deviation of the
cumulative cash in period N
wn
Penalty for the deviation of the budget
constraint in period n
wn0
Penalty for the deviation of the \sum
of cash ow positivity up to n0 "
constraint from the speci ed ideal
G
The ideal cumulative cash in period N
Pr
vjn = i=1 mjin cji Variable construction cost of
project j in period n
pjs

Decision variables
xj
Binary variable equals to 1 if project j
is selected and 0 otherwise
yj
Total construction area for project j
vn
Lending value (external investment)
from period n to n + 1
w1n
Loaned value of the bank from period
n to n + 1
w2jn
Pre-sale value of project j in period n
dg ; (d+g ) Decision variable for negative (positive)
cumulative cash deviation in period N
from the speci ed ideal

dn ; (d+n )

Decision variable for negative (positive)
budget constraint deviation in period
n from the speci ed ideal
+
dn0 ; (dn0 ) Decision variable for negative (positive)
deviation of the \sum of cash ow
positivity up to n0 " constraint from the
speci ed ideal
2.2.1. Single objective model
The non-linear programming model for the problem is
as follows:
PN
jJ j X
k
X
(1 + fj )h 1 pjs (yj n=0kw2jn =pjn )
Max
(1 + rl )h
j =1 h=1
+ N
jJ j X
jI j
X
j =1 i=1

mji0 cji yj +

jJ j
X
j =1

(1)

w1N ;

jJ j
X
j =1

Fj 0 xj + 0

w10

w2j 0  M0 ;

jJ j X
jI j
X
j =1 i=1

(2)

mjin cji yj +

+ (1 + rb )w1;n

jJ j
X
j =1

1

Fjn xj
w1n

(1 + rl )n
jJ j
X
j =1

1 + n

w2jn  Mn

8n 2 L;

(3)
0

jI j X
jJ j X
n
X
j =1 i=1 n=0

w2jn )  0;

(mjin cji yj + Fjn xj

(4)


jJ j 
1 X (1 + rl )k (1 + fj )k 2 2
pjs
k2 j =1 (rl fi )(1 + rl )k

yj

N
X
n=0

N
X

!2

w2jn =pjn
!

(5)

8j 2 J;

(6)

8n 2 L;
w2jn  jn pjn yj ;
8j 2 J; n 2 L;
yj  Kj xj ;
8j 2 J;
xj 2 f0; 1g;
8j 2 J;

(7)

yj

n=0

w2jn =pjn

w1n  B1n ;

0

 p;

(8)
(9)
(10)
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yj  0;

8j 2 J;

(11)

n  0;

8n 2 L;

(12)

w1n  0;
w2jn  0;

8n 2 L;

(13)

8j 2 J; n 2 L:

(14)

The objective function (1) maximizes the expected
cumulative cash in period N . It comprises three terms.
The rst term is the sum of all sales revenues of all
selected projects considering time value of money at
the N th period. In order to consider the time value
of money, the sales revenue of each project in each
sales period is discount by rl interest rate to nd its
value at the end of N th period. The second term is
amount of lending value (external investment) at the
end of horizon, and the last term is the amount of
borrowed value at the end of horizon. Constraints (2)
and (3) express the maximum amount of budget from
the investors in each construction period. Constraint
(4) ensures that the sum of all input and output cash
ows of all projects up to period n0 is positive so that,
up to n0 , the income of the projects could cover their
costs. Constraint (5) ensures that the cumulative cash
variance (the measure of project risk) in period N is less
than the maximum bearable risk. The variance of the
objective function is considered as the risk constraint.
Constraint (6) ensures that the sum of pre-sale and
sold areas is no more than the total construction area
of each project. Constraint (7) indicates the maximum
allowed bank-loan-type nancing. Constraint (8) restricts the maximum allowed pre-sale and sale area
of each project in each period. Constraint (9) shows
the maximum allowed construction area of all projects.
Constraint (10) shows that xj s are binary variables
and Constraints (11) to (14) give the non-negativity
constraints.
Figure 1 demonstrates a timeline of the cash ow
of project whose sales period, construction period, and
period n0 , in which the accumulated budget should be
positive, are speci ed.

2.2.2. The goal programming model
The goal programming model, by taking into account
Constraints (5) to (14), is as follows:
Minwg dg +

N
X
n=0

wn d+n + wn d+n0 ;

jJ j X
k
X

(15)

PN

(1 + fj )h 1 pjs (yj n=0kw2jn =pjn )
(1 + rl )h
j =1 h=1
+ N

w1N + dg

d+g = G;

(16)
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Figure 1. Timeline of the project.
jJ j X
jI j
X
j =1 i=1

mji0 cji yj +

j =1 i=1

mjin cji yj +

+ (1 + rb )w1;n

jJ j
X
j =1

1

d+n = Mn

+ dn
0

jJ j X
jI j X
n
X
j =1 i=1 n=0

+ dn0

j =1

Fj 0 xj + 0

w10

d+0 = M0 ;

+ d0
jI j
jJ j X
X

jJ j
X

j =1

w2j 0

(17)
(1 + rl )n

Fjn xj
w1n

jJ j
X
j =1

1 + n

w2jn

8n 2 L;

(mjin cji yj + Fjn xj
d+n0 = 0:

jJ j
X

(18)

w2jn )

(19)

The objective Function (15) minimizes the sum of
all deviations from the ideal values. Essentially, it
minimizes the negative deviation from the expected
cumulative cash in period N , the sum of positive
deviations from the ideal budget of the investors in
each period, and the positive deviation of the \sum
of cash ow positivity up to n0 " constraint from the
speci ed ideal. Constraint (16) expresses the expected
cumulative cash in period N . Constraints (17) and (18)
determine the maximum budget of investors during
each construction period. Constraint (19) ensures that
the sum of all input and output cash ows up to period
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n0 is positive so that the projects' income could cover
their costs up to n0 .

3. Application of the model
To evaluate the performance of the proposed models,
a set of 9 sample problems is designed. In addition,
the weight of the objectives is measured through the
Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP). The singleobjective model along with the goal-programming
model is solved using the ILOG CPLEX 12.1.

3.1. Data development and parameter
adjustment

A set of 9 sample problems with time horizon belonging
to f8; 9; 10g periods and 10, 15, and 20 projects is
designed. The corresponding values of parameters are
reported in Table 1.
The mean building sale price in ation is calculated based on the geometric mean Eq. (20) in which
a1 and aN are the sale prices in the rst and N th
periods, respectively. Di erent sale price in ation rates
are assigned to di erent projects based on the place's
growth potential (see Table 1):
f=

r

N

aN
a1

1 = 0:054:

(20)

All building sale prices for di erent years are in ated
with a 0.054 in ation rate and transferred to the nal
period. In order to calculate the mean building sale
price and the building sale price variance, Eqs. (21)
and (22) are utilized:
pjs =
p2js =

nX
=N

an (1 + f )N
N
n=1

Pn=N

n=1

(

n

n

= 83:037;

(1 + f )N n
N

1

pjs

)2

(21)
= 276:475:
(22)

The parameters such as fj , interest rates, B1n , pjn ,
pjs , and pjs are determined based on market and
bank situations; numbers of construction and sale
period are determined based on real situations of
the construction company. Through a variety of
construction projects, the exact and speci c data for
other parameters, such as Kj , xed and variable
costs, are not available because of the poor accounting
methods, but the ranges for each of them are calculated
according to the rough estimates. We use several
data by considering random distribution around the
calculated parameter to assess validation of the model
and evaluate whether the output is in uenced by a
speci c data or not.
Since risk of investments can be evaluated by
estimating standard deviations of net cash ows for
each alternative investment and such a measure is
more precisely de ned as a statistical measure of uncertainty [35,36], therefore, in this paper, the projects'
risk is considered in the same way. Moreover, because
the exact value of the risk upper bound (p) is not
available, one can solve the single-objective model
through eliminating the risk (the more pro table the
project, the higher the risk or the variance), and then
place all parameters and obtained variables in the
risk constraint and calculate the maximum value for
it. Thereafter, based on the company's policy and
its risk-taking level, one can adjust an upper-bound
risk constraint equal to a proportion of the maximum
calculated value (e.g., 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, etc.). The
single-objective model considering the risk constraint
is solved, whose optimal value and associated risk are
considered as the ideal and the upper-bound risk constraints in the goal programming model, respectively.

3.2. Objectives' weight in the goal
programming model

In order to run the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process
(FAHP) and determine the weights of the introduced

Table 1. Values of common parameters in sample problems.
Parameters
Values
k
r
rl
rb

jn

B1n
mjin
kj
fj
pjs
cji
Mn

4
4
0.05
0.0625
0.5
80% of the sum of Mn up to that period
A random value from (0-2)
A random value from (10,000-15,000) square meter
A random value from (0.027-0.081)
A random value from (38-80)
e.g., jI j = 4, A random value from (0.1-0.3), (0.3-0.5), (0.5-0.7), (0.7-0.9)
A random value from (50000-70000), e.g. 52,910
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Table 2. Fuzzy numbers for pairwise comparisons.
Equal preference
Medium preference
Strong preference
Very strong preference
Absolute preference

(1, 1, 1)
(1/2, 1, 3/2)
(1, 3/2, 2)
(3/2, 2, 5/2)
(2, 5/2, 3)

objectives in the proposed model, the extent analysis
method [19] is used. The applied fuzzy numbers [37]
are given in Table 2. Pairwise comparisons between the
objectives are based on the decision-maker's opinions
(Weight 1 in Table 3). Other weights in Table 3 are
obtained according to sensitivity analysis performed on
di erent weights.

3.3. Application of the single-objective and
goal programming models

The exact solutions of the single-objective and goalprogramming models are obtained using the ILOG
CPLEX 12.1 software, which is capable of solving
quadratic problems. The CPLEX running time varies
from a few hundredth of a second to a few seconds. The
solution procedure seems reasonable since the capital
budgeting problem is in the category of the strategic
problems and time is not a matter of concern.
The output of the single-objective model determines the projects that own the cumulative cash at the
end of the time horizon, construction area, and pre-sale
and sale amounts of each project for each period. Also,
the amount of money borrowed and lent for external
investment is determined. A project is not selected if it
is not pro table enough. In other words, its pro t is less
than that from the external investment. The lending
and borrowing activities cannot occur simultaneously
in the same period.
The set of problems with 0.0, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8
risk coecients is solved. Any decrease in the risk
coecient decreases the amounts of sale and increases
the amounts of pre-sale, while the pro t at the end of
the time horizon decreases. A risk coecient equal to

0.0 results in the pre-sale of all the selected projects
and the amounts of their sale remains zero.
In problems with similar projects, increasing the
number of construction periods in order to cover the
costs leads to an increase in the amount of pre-sale and
a decrease in the amounts of sale. In some cases, any
increment in the number of construction periods might
cause the project to become unpro table. If none of
the projects is pro table under any circumstances, the
external investment option becomes preferable.

4. Analysis and discussion
In this section, the sensitivity analysis of both singleobjective and goal-programming models is discussed.

4.1. Sensitivity analysis of the parameters of
the single-objective model

By increasing the corresponding values of Fjn , vjn ,
rb , and or rl up to the point that the risk becomes
zero, the values of the objective function decrease
because the expenditure is more than the revenue
of projects; moreover, the risk parameter decreases
because the amounts of pre-sale to cover the costs
increase. Increasing the values of Mn , Kj , pjn , pjs ,
pjs , and/or fj will increase the corresponding values
of the objective function and risk parameter (the more
pro table the project, the higher its risk). As an
example, the results of changing the values of rb on
objective function values in Figure 2 and on risk values
are depicted in Figure 3.

4.2. External investment analysis under
di erent parameter values in the
single-objective model

Decreasing the corresponding values of Kj , pjn , pjs ,
and pjs and increasing the corresponding values of
Fjn , and vjn show that, at a point of change, all the
projects become unpro table, or a smaller number of
them remain in the pro tability zone, while this causes
all or parts of the available budget to stay untouched.
In this case, all or a portion of the unused budget

Table 3. Set of 4 weights for the 8 periods time horizon problem.
Objectives
Weight 1 Weight 2 Weight 3 Weight 4

Cumulative cash at the end of the time horizon
Budget constraint of period 0
Budget constraint of period 1
Budget constraint of period 2
Budget constraint of period 3
Budget constraint of period 4
Budget constraint of period 5
Budget constraint of period 6
Budget constraint of period 7

847

0.16563
0.15234
0.13921
0.12587
0.11672
0.10988
0.09044
0.06200
0.03790

0.16563
0.03790
0.06200
0.09044
0.10988
0.11672
0.12587
0.13921
0.15234

0.16563
0.15234
0.13921
0.12587
0.03790
0.10988
0.09044
0.06200
0.11672

0.16563
0.15234
0.13921
0.12587
0.11672
0.10988
0.03790
0.06200
0.09044
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Figure 2. Objective function value changes under
di erent rb values in di erent risk levels.

Figure 3. Risk changes under di erent rb values in
di erent risk levels.

is invested in the external investment options; thus,
from a speci c period forward, vn variables take values
constantly.
The e ects of Kj , pjn , pjs , pjs , Fjn , and vjn on
pro tability and the investment policies of the company
are way more profound than the e ects of Mn , rb ,
rl , and fj ; hence, they can be labeled as the highsensitivity parameters of the model.

4.3. Sensitivity analysis of the parameters of
the goal programming model

In order to perform sensitivity analysis on the parameters of the goal programming model, a problem with 8
periods and 10 projects is selected. First, the problem
is solved with a set of risk coecients equal to 0.0, 0.3,
0.5, and 0.8 and with no change in parameter values
in the single-objective model. Then, the optimal value
of the objective function is assumed as the ideal in the

goal programming model with its associated risk. All
the analyses are based on these calculated ideals for
the cumulative cash at the end of the time horizon and
their associated risk upper bound. A set of weights
or priorities for the cumulative cash at the end of the
time horizon and the budget constraints is considered
(Table 3).
By increasing the corresponding values of G, Fjn ,
vjn , rb , and/or rl or decreasing the corresponding
values of Mn , Kj , pjn , pjs , pjs , and/or fj , when
the cumulative cash at the end of the time horizon has
the highest priority, in order to achieve the ideal value,
the budget increases for the period that has the lowest
priority budget constraint. The amounts of increase in
period 0 are less than period 3, period 3 is less than
period 5, and so on. This is because of the time value
of money, meaning that the same amount of money has
di erent values in di erent periods due to its potential
earning capacity.
In the case where the ideal value of the cumulative
cash objective at the end of the time horizon is less than
the value of the single-objective model, it is perceived
that the projects are risk-free and the ideal is realized
with no deviation from the budget constraint ideals.
By increasing the corresponding values of G, Fjn ,
and/or vjn or decreasing the corresponding values of
Kj (pjn , pjs , pjs ) and/or Mn , while the associated
budget of period 0 is increased to achieve the ideal value
of cumulative cash at the end of horizon time objective,
the sale amounts of projects would increase and their
pre-sale amounts decrease, because costs of the projects
can be covered by surplus budget; further, in the
case where more projects are pro table, these projects
would be selected; otherwise, the surplus budget would
be spent on external investments. While the associated
budget of another period is increased, the pre-sale
amounts of all projects change, and in some cases, the
amounts of sale increase or the surplus budget is spent
on external investments.
The amounts of only pre-sale decrease and those
of sale increase by increasing the corresponding values
of rb or rl and/or decreasing the value of fj , provided
that the budget of each period is increased so that the
ideal value of the cumulative cash at the end of the time
horizon objective can be realized. In addition, surplus
budget would not be spent on external investment
because these are not highly sensitive parameters. The
results of changes in rb are depicted in Figures 4 and 5.

4.4. Comparing the results

In the goal-programming model, while the \cumulative
cash at the end of the time horizon" has the highest
priority, one can increase the budget for the period that
has the lowest priority budget constraint by increasing
the value of G so that the ideal objective can be
achieved. On the other hand, in the single-objective
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Figure 4. Increase in each period's budget to realize G
(with the increase in rb ); a 0.5 risk coecient.
model, any deviation from the budget constraints for
the purpose of achieving more pro t is not possible,
because they are considered as hard constraints. In
fact, it is possible that the companies' favorable pro t
level is higher than the calculated value in the singleobjective model, and the company is able, to some
extent, to increase the budget of each period. In this
case, the single-objective model does not suce and
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Figure 6. Comparing the results of the single-objective
and goal programming models with the increase in G; a
0.5 risk coecient.

the goal programming model is suitable to reach the
speci ed pro t level (Figure 6).

5. Conclusions
In this research, the capital budgeting problem for the
case of a construction company is modeled. Consid-

Figure 5. Increase in each period's budget to realize G (with the increase in rb ) in di erent risk levels.
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ering the time value of money and di erent nancial
resources with di erent interest rates in the modeling
is of great importance, which is one of the advantages
of the presented models in this paper.
Since the real-world budget constraints are soft,
goal programming is used to model the problem. In
fact, in the goal programming model, one can modify
the cumulative cash at the end of the time horizon to
be set equal to the company's favorable value, so that
the surplus budget of each period can be assigned and
the speci ed ideal achieved. In this research, the FAHP
approach is utilized and the risk of the projects is taken
into account. The exact solutions of the models are
obtained using the ILOG CPLEX.
The sensitivity analysis for both models is performed. Parameters, including pre-sale prices, mean
and variance of the sale price, xed and variable
construction costs, and maximum allowed area under
construction of the project, are among the highly
sensitive parameters, meaning that any change in these
parameters would a ect the whole investment policy
of the company. In addition, a change in these
parameters, in some cases, increases the possibility of
these projects to become unpro table, while making
the external investment a better option.
Since no particular model is presented for capital budgeting in the construction industry and the
presented model in this article is based on the real
circumstances of construction companies, it helps the
construction companies in many ways, such as nancial
planning, selection of optimal investment opportunities, and choosing nancial resources. Furthermore,
the presented model considers the risk parameter as a
constraint; therefore, the pro t calculation at the end
of the time horizon becomes more realistic.
A future research direction is modeling the problem such that features, such as the building characteristics and their quality levels, are added. Further, pre-sale prices and construction costs can be
considered uncertain. Further, the uncertainty or risk
minimization can be considered as an objective in the
goal programming model, and one can consider special
distribution function for the amount of selling at each
sales period.
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